
Who Let the Gods Out? Chapters 5-6                                                                     Date: 5th of June 2020

Chapter 5- Strangers In The Night

Vocabulary What is a ‘bovinor’? 
What words show the cow isn’t pleased about Virgo’s presence? 

Inference What had Virgo landed in? 
Why does Virgo get annoyed at the cow? 
How does Elliot realise someone is in the shed? 
Why does Elliot find it so difficult to communicate with Virgo?  

Why does Elliot start thinking about how much money he could get for the flask? 

Predict Read to the end of page 39. Predict what will happen next. 

Explain Explain how ‘What’s What?’ works. Are there human equivalents?  

Explain how this chapter shows us that Elliot is kind. 

Retrieve Where does Virgo land? 
What is Elliot most concerned about? What does Virgo grab to defend herself? 

Summarise

Chapter 6- The Swimming Lesson

Vocabulary Find vocabulary that shows Elliot is tired? How do we know he’s always tired from earlier in 
the story? Why is this?  

How does Elliot feel when Virgo has been underwater for a long time? Find vocabulary that 
backs your answer up. 

Inference What does Virgo think the TV is? 
Why doesn’t Elliot want his mum to let anyone in? 
Why is Elliot going to take Virgo to the police station? Does Elliot think Prisoner Forty-Two’s 
imprisonment is fair? 

Predict Read up to the end of the chapter. Predict what will happen next. 

Explain Explain why Elliot isn’t excited about going to Stonehenge. Explain what a Kardia is. 

Retrieve What surprises Elliot when he first awakens?  

Why can’t Virgo transform into her constellation to prove her immortality to Elliot?  

How does Virgo prove she is immortal?  

Name the five categories of immortal. What happens if they lose their Kardia? Why is Prisoner 
Forty-Two imprisoned? 

Summarise Summarise the events of this chapter in three sentences. 


